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Introduction 

Key words: telecollaboration, multimodality, mediation, semiotic resources. 

New technologies and technology-mediated communication have already changed our lives in           

many ways. Nowadays students of all ages are active users of social networks, online platforms               

and mobile applications. At the same time, there is a growing recognition of the impact that                

technological resources can have in learning environment, and acknowledgement of the need            

to explore and reconsider the use of digital tools for educational purposes. The growing              

importance of technology-mediated communication, in its turn, makes clear the necessity to            

study these new ways of interaction and understand how they can be used to enhance               

learning. It is especially relevant to language learning and teaching since technology-mediated            

communication provides many opportunities for target language use as well as intercultural            

exchange (Dooly, tbp).  

 

Today’s schools’ challenge is to go beyond traditional views on classroom instruction, providing             

a creative learning environment and prepare students for the real world with its constantly              

changing nature and problems (Anguera Cerarols, 2013). Preparing multicompetent students          

who possess all the qualities necessary for successful future, 21st century literacies such as              

digital, intercultural and collaborative competences, critical and creative thinking, is the primary            

goal for educators. Technology can help to achieve these ambitious goals and become an              

integral part of learning process. It can be considered not only as a powerful tool for educators,                 

but also a competence that needs to be mastered in order to meet today's demands and               

tomorrow's challenges. 

 

The practice of telecollaboration has currently become an important element in educational            

settings. In language learning telecollaboration can be defined as “online intercultural exchange            

between classes of students in geographically distant locations” (Dooly, 2008 quoted in Helm             

2013, p.28). Speaking about benefits of telecollaboration Kleban and Bueno-Alastuey point out            

that “the interaction between the participants, the tools they use and the objects of their               
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inquiry may potentially lead to creation of knowledge” (Kleban & Bueno-Alastuey, 2015, p. 25).              

Two core competences that can be developed in telecollaborative interaction are language            

skills and intercultural competence skills (O’Dowd, 2015). According to Helm (2013, p.29),            

“promoting intercultural dialogue as well as communicative competence is an imperative for            

educators”. In a more recent publication, Dooly (2017, p. 169) highlighted that “etymologically             

speaking, telecollaboration can be defined simply as “collaboration” coupled with the Greek            

prefix “tele,” which means “distance,” as in telegraph, telephone, telescope, or telepathy. Thus,             

we have “collaboration at a distance.” However, this definition is “far too facile to encompass               

the complexities of the underlying learning principles and the activities involved in educational             

telecollaborative endeavors.”  

 

Thus, in the present study we are going to have a closer look at the context of a                  

telecollaborative environment and observe how multiple semiotic resources and discursive          

strategies are used as artifacts of mediation in the interaction; in particular we will consider the                

use of technology as mediating semiotic resources. To that end, we are going to provide an                

analysis of a Skype video-call between groups of students aged 11-13 years from Spain and               

Sweden recorded during their work on a telecollaborative project. The study takes a             

multimodal approach which affords a detailed look at such a complex phenomenon as             

telecollaborative communication and makes possible the exploration of various resources that           

gain mediating features during the interaction between the two groups. We will then discuss              

some pedagogical implications for language education that can be derived from the initial             

conclusions drawn from the study. 
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Justification for the research 

Over the last twenty years telecollaboration practice has gained popularity and achieved firm             

positions in the field of education. In the context of language learning, on which we are going to                  

focus in the present study, telecollaboration can be defined as  

the process of communicating and working together with other people or groups from             

different locations through online or digital communication tools (e.g., computers,          

tablets, cellphones) to co‐produce a desired work output. Telecollaboration can be           

carried out in a variety of settings (classroom, home, workplace, laboratory) and can be              

synchronous or asynchronous. In education, telecollaboration combines all of these          

components with a focus on learning, social interaction, dialogue, intercultural          

exchange and communication all of which are especially important aspects of           

telecollaboration in language education. (Dooly, 2017, p. 169-170) 

Besides developing language skills and intercultural competence, another important affordance          

of telecollaboration is providing opportunities for learning and practicing multiple literacies           

(Lindner, 2016). These include multicultural, media, digital and academic literacy, collaboration           

skills, analytical and critical thinking, facility in using virtual workspaces and many more. All              

these 21st century literacies are essential for students’ future success in academic and             

professional contexts beyond school and competitiveness in a global marketplace. Providing           

students with opportunities to engage in an authentic interaction in foreign language and             

practicing communicative and intercultural skills with real peers means developing their ability            

to solve problems in real time and preparing them for the modern world with its challenges and                 

constantly growing requirements. In this sense, telecollaborative interaction within a formal           

learning situation can be seen as parallel to a “real-world” situation where the participants              

have to solve real communication problems and accept the conventions of online interaction.             

In other words, simulated, hands-on practice of the communicative competences needed in            

today’s society. 

 

Moreover, the nature of learning in a telecollaborative environment fits perfectly with the most              

currently accepted sociocultural views of learning and mental development (Vygotsky, 1978;           
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Bruner, 1986). Nowadays, a sociocultural approach is widely accepted as a suitable teaching             

and learning paradigm, as it has been proven to be quite flexible and provides a framework that                 

can be applied to such new contexts of teaching and learning as online practices (Meskill,               

2013). According to Meskill, a sociocultural approach, as opposed to positivist positions, “serves             

as a more productive tool in examining teaching and learning practices online as these continue               

to evolve” (Meskill, 2013, p.7). This is particularly pertinent as education practices must adapt              

to evolving learning contexts such as distance or blended learning environments (a mix of              

online and face-to-face formal learning). 

 

A sociocultural approach regards learning as an inherently interactive process based on social             

interaction. One of Vygotsky’s key premises holds that “it is through others that we develop               

into ourselves” (Vygotsky, 1991, p.161). This means that, according to sociocultural views, the             

process of learning requires a specifically interactive environment. In this sense,           

telecollaboration is ideal. Telecollaborative practice consists in bringing in opportunities for           

learning through the process of interaction and creates possibilities for the appearance of             

Vygotsky's concept of Zone of Proximal Development, which is defined as: 

… the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent           

problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem            

solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers. (Vygotsky,            

1978, p.86) 

That is to say, in the field of language learning and teaching, the participants of a                

telecollaborative exchange are given opportunities for potential learning from more          

knowledgeable peers (for example, in case of language learners’ interaction with           

native-speakers). 

 

Inevitably, in order to for teachers to ensure that their learners benefit from a telecollaborative               

environment, are able to use its potential to the maximum and can avoid any possible pitfalls, it                 

is important to conduct extensive research work in this area. It is necessary to explore the                

properties of telecollaborative communication, understand its mechanisms and patterns in          
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order to learn how they can be used to enhance learning. That is what we intend to do in the                    

present study. 

 

The research field in telecollaboration is growing due to increasing interest to this subject as its                

potential for supporting all type of learning becomes more evident. According to Helm (2015),              

recently telecollaboration research has been developing in four main directions: a) the models             

and language features of telecollaborative interaction; b) the mediational role of technology; c)             

tasks in telecollaborative projects and d) challenges of learning through telecollaboration.           

However, there still remains a considerable gap in detailed studies on learners’ use of              

technology, including their agency in when and how tools are used to mediate interaction that               

has been designed to further language learning. In the present study we are going to focus on                 

the artifacts deployed for mediation during interaction, in particular, we are going to have a               

closer look at multiple semiotic resources that gain mediation characteristics in the            

telecollaborative interaction, as they are deployed by the participants engaged in the activity. 

 

Starting from the main theoretical pillars of sociocultural learning theories (Vygotsky, 1978;            

Bruner, 1986) that propose that learners best develop in interactive environments, this study             

applies a multimodal analysis that analyses various semiotic resources in relation to each other              

as well as in relation to social and cultural context (Jewitt, 2012); all within a highly interactive                 

environment. Complementary to the framework, a social semiotics approach is present in the             

sense that semiotic resources are viewed as any action or object that has semiotic potential and                

can be used for communicative purposes and therefore can be considered a semiotic resource              

(Van Leeuwen, 2005). Using a multimodal transcription to capture the way the participants             

used embodied and technology-based semiotic resources, the study applies interaction analysis           

in order to look for systematic devices of discourse used by communicators in contextualized              

moments (Shedletsky, 2009) of a telecollaborative language education project.  
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Study questions and objectives  

First of all, let us take a closer look at the concept of mediation, which seems to be quite a                    

complex one. From the etymological perspective “mediate” means to occupy an intermediate            

position between two things, that is to say, serve as a link between two phenomena. In                

contemporary science there are two different views on the concept of mediation: a) mediated              

communication as opposed to face-to face communication (Cheng Ean, 2010; Rhoads, 2010)            

and b) all types of communication are mediated (Johnstone, 2008; Kern, 2014; Lantolf, 2006;              

Jewitt, 2012). The present study is situated within the latter. 

 

According to Johnstone (2008), all discourse is mediated. Kern (2014) suggests that there are              

different layers of mediation; Kern’s specific focus of study is on technology-based            

communication as characterized by additional layers of mediation. The data that we are going              

to analyze is a clear example of multi-layered mediation. In our data sample, for instance,               

within the pre-established technology-mediated communicative event (telecollaboration       

through computer videoconferencing) the participants introduce other mediating artifacts         

(such as mobile phones) to aid in the co-construction of meanings. Therefore, the objective of               

this study is to analyze how the participants of the telecollaborative interaction employ the              

available semiotic resources for mediation in ways that are within the teaching design and ways               

that go beyond it.  

More specifically, we aim: 

1. To determine discursive strategies and semiotic resources used in the process of            

interaction mediated by technologies. 

2. To determine the properties of interaction in a telecollaborative work in the foreign             

language classroom. 

3. To suggest some didactic recommendations to enhance computer mediated learning in           

the context of foreign language classes. 

The objectives mentioned above led us to formulate 3 principal study questions which guided 

the analysis: 
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1. How do the students use different semiotic resources as mediation features in the 

interaction? 

2. What are the competences that the students demonstrate in the interaction? 

3. What are the roles of participants (students, teacher, technology) in the mediation of 

communication? 

Theoretical framework  

Multimodal nature of telecollaborative interaction and semiotic modalities 

Digital technologies are “transforming contexts for social interaction” (Keating & Sunakawa,           

2011, p. 194). According to Kern (2014), technologies “transform spatial and temporal            

relations”. Interaction in technology-mediated environments brings in a combination of two           

different “worlds” – a real one and a virtual one (Keating & Sunakawa, 2011, p. 194). 

Multimodal interaction involves moment-to-moment orchestration of a wide array of          

resources. These include prosody, linguistic items, embodied action, bodily orientation          

and posture, gesture, facial expression, gaze, material objects, tools and instruments,           

and structures in the environment. (Ibid.) 

Thus, a multimodal environment offers a range of multimodal resources that the interactants             

can employ to realize collaborative activities. According to O’Halloran, “digital technology           

provides a common platform for semiotic resources to combine and unfold in new and              

innovative ways. Therefore, digital technology is multimodal social semiotic technology”          

(O´Halloran, tbp, p. 8).  

 

According to Keating and Sunakawa, the participants of a technology-mediated interaction use            

simultaneously both expressive and perceptive modalities (Keating & Sunakawa, 2011). Thus, a            

telecollaborative environment requires multimodal communicative competence, the ability to         

use multiple semiotic resources, switch and combine different modalities.  

 

Stivers and Sidnell (2005, p. 1) describe any social interaction as “the intertwined cooperation              

of different modalities” and point out, that “different modalities work together not only to              
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elaborate the semantic content, but also to constitute coherent courses of action”. Various             

scholars distinguish several different modalities and offer different classifications. Enfield          

(2005), for instance, distinguishes between vocal, aural and visuospatial modalities. The           

visuospatial modality includes such features as gaze, manual gestures, body position and facial             

expressions. As Enfield notes, each of these modalities can be differentiated by dominant             

semiotic ground that constitutes them (Ibid.). 

 

Jewitt (2012) defines modality as “semiotic system”, within a proposed framework that views             

multimodality as an interdisciplinary approach that originates from social semiotics and that            

regards communication as the integration of both verbal and non-verbal forms of            

meaning-making. Key to these approaches is the notion that a multimodal perspective does not              

view language as a unique form of meaning-making, but also takes into account other semiotic               

systems like music, image, gesture, movement etc. that emerge in the process of interaction.              

Jewitt (2012) and Kress (2010) state, that a multimodal approach “provides a framework for the               

collection and analysis of visual, aural, embodied and spatial aspects of interaction and             

environments” (Jewitt, 2012, p. 250). In multimodal research various semiotic resources are            

analyzed in relation to each other and in relation to social and cultural context, and as Jewitt                 

points out, the multimodal approach helps to discover new semiotic resources and also explore              

new ways of using already existing semiotic resources (Jewitt, 2012).  

 

Taking into account the extreme complexity of interaction in a telecollaborative context, it is              

useful to explore it by applying a multimodal approach. The application of multimodal methods              

can make possible a complex analysis of semiotic artifacts in the field of digital technology.               

However, complex multimodal corpora collected in online telecollaborative environment         

require special data management and they present quite a challenging task for a researcher.              

For instance, Helm & Dooly (2017) identify some of the key issues that the researchers have to                 

deal with when transcribing multimodal data: these include data recording, selection of the             

material, representations of time and space, format of the transcripts and their legibility.  
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For a multimodal approach to data compiled in a telecollaborative environment, the            

preparation of multimodal transcription is an essential step in proceeding with interaction            

analysis. Multimodal transcription strives for capturing different modes alongside speech, such           

as gesture, movement, position, gaze and similar semiotic modes. Bezemer (2013, p. 191)             

treats transcripts as elements of social semiotics and “as empirical material” through which             

“social, meaning making practice can be reconstructed”. In this study multimodal transcription           

was used in order to capture the way the participants used embodied and technology-based              

semiotic resources, therefore the transcription includes screen captures and notes.  

Concept of mediation and semiotic resources 

The concept of mediation is one of the central notions of the sociocultural theory. Vygotsky               

stated that all human mental functioning is mediated by physical or symbolic artifacts and              

concepts (Lantolf & Thorne, 2007). Sociocultural theory also sees technology as a mediating             

tool in human development.  

 

Lantolf offers the following definition of mediation: 

the way in which humans use physical or symbolic artifacts to assist both their physical                

and mental activity in the process of developing a ‘coherent concept-based knowledge            

of the world. (Lantolf, 2006, p.69, cited in Martí & Fernandez, 2016, p.37) 

From this it follows that “physical or symbolic artifacts” are mediators. One of such mediators               

in human communication is language, which can be manifested in many different forms - oral,               

written, graphic, etc. Along with verbal mediators there are also non-verbal means of             

communication that include facial expression, gestures, posture and other elements. 

 

It is evident that face-to-face social interactions differ greatly from those mediated by             

technology. Kern (2014) points out that in electronic environments verbal and non-verbal            

mediators are additionally mediated by a technological device. For instance, a web-camera is a              

tool that mediates conversation in video-conferences and offers users access to aural/verbal            

and visual non-verbal mediators which make a communicative act possible (e.g. the            

participants can speak, make gestures and text simultaneously).  
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Kern places emphasis on the fact that mediation is not a separate and autonomous component               

of communication, but it also provides a means of agency (Kern, 2014). The agent (interactant)               

is free to decide which medium to apply, when and how to do it. For example, the agent can                   

intentionally switch off the web-camera and go on with communication. 

 

Notions of semiotic resources have also been brought in to play concerning literacy studies. As               

Gourlay (2015) points out, in recent years, in academic circles there has been a movement               

away from seeing literacy in a “predominantly cognitive view” (Gourlay, 2015, p. 484) towards              

understanding “literacy as a complex set of socially situated practices”; going on to state that               

even “this conceptual framing has fallen short in adequately theorising the role of material              

objects, in particular the material artefacts of literacy such as paper, pens, keyboards and              

mobile devices (Gourlay, Hamilton, & Lea 2013, quoted in Gourlay 2015, p. 485). Gourlay draws               

“on actor-network theory (ANT) as elaborated by Latour (2005), posthuman theory (Hayles            

1999, 2006) and new work in media studies (Hayles 2012)” (quoted in Gourlay, 2015, p. 485) to                 

construct a framework for understanding the ‘embodiment’ of different socially constructed           

literacy practices that are evident in student output. However, this author argues that while              

recent research acknowledges more the “multimodal nature of contemporary practice” (p.           

486), “these forms of enquiry have continued to elide the status of objects, even in detailed                

analyses of communication in complex scenes of embodied social action” (Ibid.). 

 

Gourlay evokes Latour’s concept of the “object as mediator as opposed to intermediary” (2015,              

p. 498), emphasizing the point that objects are not merely tools; as “mediator”, objects can be                

seen “agentive, meaning-making and transformative” (Ibid.). This notion of technology as           

mediator (rather than intermediary) is related to the theory of Social Semiotic.  

 

According to the principles of social semiotics, semiotic resources are not restricted only to              

speech or writing. Almost every action or object observed in communication that possesses a              

semiotic potential, that is to say, potential for making meaning, can be considered a semiotic               
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resource (Van Leeuwen, 2005). Different technology-based artifacts and objects brought into           

the process of interaction may also work as semiotic resources. 

Studying the semiotic potential of a given semiotic resource is studying how that             

resource has been, is, and can be used for purposes of communication, it is drawing up                

an inventory of past and present and maybe also future resources and their uses. (van               

Leeuwen, 2005, p.5) 

 

Semiotic resources are strongly connected to the reality and context, and have their own              

purposes in communication. This is relevant to bear in mind when carrying out any type of                

fieldwork that aims to understand meaning-making in detail, including in situ studies such as              

this one.  

Goodwin and Goodwin explain the role of semiotic resources in ethnographic studies thus: 

Contemporary ethnographic research recognizes the central role that multiple semiotic          

resources or modalities, including the artifacts and the material world, play in            

communication. (Goodwin & Goodwin, 2000 quoted in Black & Falconi, 2017, p. 484) 

 

While this study does not reach the extent of an ethnographic study, it does aim to provide an                  

in-depth analysis of the shared process of meaning-making between learners, using recorded            

data typical of ethnographic studies and therefore follows close parallel to ethnography in             

some manner. Furthermore, interaction that takes place in a telecollaborative environment           

assumes collaborative meaning making is taking place. Referring again to Dooly’s emphasis on             

‘collaboration’ in the term telecollaboration (2017, p. 169), collaborative meaning-making is a            

complex multilayered process given that the participants must discuss, negotiate and make            

decisions, all through the interaction. 

The collaborative meaning-making process inevitably involves trouble and repair among          

participants, making it necessary to realign with semiotic resources such as artefacts            

and social resources in the physical and material world to arrive at shared meanings.              

(Tan & So, 2015, p.269) 
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Thus, as in the process of any meaning-making situation, the loss of shared understanding,              

resulting in subsequent trouble and repair, happens quite frequently (Stahl, 2005), the            

participants of the interaction should possess a “toolkit” of semiotic resources and know how              

to apply them correctly to recover the shared meaning. Therefore this study looks at the ways                

in which the participants negotiate meaning through different semiotic resources, including           

moments of trouble and repair, not merely looking at ‘talk’ but rather through the lens of                

communication as “complex scenes of embodied social action” (Gourlay, 2015, p. 485).  

Methodology 

According to the objectives that we aim to achieve in the present study, we are going to apply                  

an emic approach to the data. Emic perspective as opposed to etic, allows focusing on a specific                 

context, and ensures an insider approach “without projecting external interpretations”          

(Nussbaum, 2017, p.51). As Thatcher (2012, p.19) states, “the emic approach argues for the              

intrinsic incomparability of one culture to another”. An emic approach provides an analysis             

from the perspective of the interactants, that is to say, from an internal viewpoint. Although, it                

is clear that the researchers cannot be completely neutral, as they are the bearers of their own                 

sociohistorical background, an emic approach deliberately attempts to not assume that some            

actions are taken under the influence of personal characteristics such as gender, race, age,              

ethnicity, religion etc. 

 

As it has been previously argued in the section above, complex phenomena such as learning               

languages and the interaction of this process require a detailed in-depth analysis of its specific               

context. In order to answer the specified questions the present study has applied an emic               

multimodal interaction analysis approach to analyze the selected episodes. This approach is            

concerned with understanding how interaction works by looking for systematic devices of            

discourse used by communicators in contextualized moments (Shedletsky, 2009).  

 

To achieve the objectives stated above, it was decided to apply interaction analysis to the data.                

Interaction analysis as well conversation analysis is applied to naturalistic data that occurs in              
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real-life interactions. One of the differences between interaction analysis and conversation           

analysis is that interaction analysis pays special attention to material artifacts and spatial             

organization of the conversation. In this study we are going to work with the data that has to do                   

with a real use of language, thus, in order to understand and interpret participants’ actions in a                 

communicative event we should let the data “talk” to us.  

These are the steps that were taken, once the data had been collected: 

1) The video-recordings were viewed several times, paying special attention to the           

episodes which   demonstrate the use of semiotic artifacts as means of mediation. 

2) The original data was reduced to a manageable corpus, through the selection of the              

episodes which are most relevant to our research topic. 

3) The selected episodes were transcribed. 

4) Multimodal elements such as screenshots and notes deemed necessary for the           

interpretation were added to the transcription 

5) Interaction analysis was applied to the selected and transcribed data. 

Data compilation: Context and participants 

The data were collected during an intercultural telecollaborative project between two middle            

schools in Sweden and in Spain: School 1 (Terrassa, Spain) and School 2 (Hässleholm, Sweden).               

The project was designed as a series of telecollaborative activities and creative tasks in which               

the students worked together on the topic of the problem of Syrian refugees in Europe. One of                 

the aims of the project was the practice of English as a target language. The students in both                  

groups were performing at lower-intermediate and Intermediate level of proficiency of English.  

 

The present research focuses on one particular session of the project that took place after one                

of the regular classes, with a small focus group of seven students (total) from both classes (four                 

from Spain, three from Sweden). A 44 minute video-call was recorded using two cameras in the                

classroom, along with ‘spy glasses’ with built-in cameras, which allowed capturing the students’             

perspective of the interaction. All the students were aged between 11-13 years. In both              

classrooms the video-call was held mostly in the presence of the researcher, the teachers did               
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not take part in the communication except for the initial first minutes. After setting up the                

videoconference the teachers left the students alone with the researcher. 

 

The students were free to choose the topic for their conversation since their only task was to                 

establish connection and possibly exchange e-mail addresses for further collaborative work on            

the project. The participants were able to maintain communication for more than 40 minutes,              

touching on different topics, apart from exchanging the required contact information. 

 

Data management 

As the data included video-recordings with the participation of under-age middle school            

students, all the persons involved in the research signed the necessary documents aimed at              

protecting the participants. With respect to the principles of research ethics, to preserve the              

anonymity of the individuals their real names have been replaced with pseudonyms in the              

transcriptions, and the faces on the screen captures have been blurred or pixilated. 

 

In accordance with the research focus, certain fragments of the video were selected for              

in-depth analysis and transcription. The selected extracts of the recording were annotated by             

using the ELAN 5.0.0-alpha transcribing software. The transcription conventions employed were           

based on Jeffersonian transcription system with a little adaptation (transcription key in            

Appendix). The transcription includes screenshots from the video recordings and notes which            

help to capture and describe multimodal features of the data.  
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Analysis  

In this section we are going to analyze the selected episodes which demonstrate the use of                

different semiotic artifacts by the participants during their telecollaborative session. 

To begin with, let us have a look at the small episode that happened before the session, while                  

the researcher and the teacher were arranging the video-call with Sweden. 

 

Picture 1. Receiving final instructions from the teacher. 

Episode 1. “Leave your mobile phone alone, please” 

001 Researcher 1 ((to the spanish students, pointing to the laptop screen)) you see them all/ 

002 Teacher you see than all/ (.) yes/ 

003 Researcher 1 e:m\ (0.2) i’m gonna just give them glasses here as I can see you’re doing (.) 

there\ 

004 Teacher ((looking steadily at Brandon)) 

brandon\ (.) can you leave your mobile phone alone please/  

005 Notes ((without saying any word Brandon puts the mobile phone in his pocket))) 

006 Teacher thank you\ 

007 Notes ((the teacher arranges the sound of the speakers)) 
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008 Researcher 1 ((taking the spy-glasses)) okay\ (.) who can I get to wear them please/ 

009 Matias ((looking at laia)) laia/ 

010 Researcher 1 (( showing the glasses to laia)) will you wear them\ 

011 Laia ((giving the researcher 1 the look of pity)) pfff\  ((takes the glasses form the 

researcher 1)) 

012 Researcher 1 thank you\ 

013 Researcher 2 laia come on\ 

 

In the line 004 we can see that the teacher asks Brandon not to use his mobile phone in order                    

not to be distracted and be focused on the activity. It is evident from the following episodes                 

which we are going to analyze later on, that despite the teacher’s remark on the use of the                  

mobile phones, after the teacher is gone the students actively (and effectively) use them in the                

interaction in order to accomplish the required task and to accomplish meaning and             

understanding between themselves. 

Episode 2. “Do you have Instagram?” 

The following episode takes place during the fifth minute of the Skype-call between Spanish              

and Swedish students. From the very beginning of the video-call the Swedish students initiate              

the conversation asking the opinions of their peers about the telecollaborative project they are              

currently engaged in, while the Spanish students have some difficulties in answering the             

questions and starting the conversation. As both groups of interactants fail to start off the               

conversation and establish common ground, they move on to exchanging contact information.            

Getting each others’ contact information for further work on the telecollaborative project            

(exchanging e-mails, skype names, phone numbers etc.) was originally a part of the task given               

by the teacher. Rather than beginning with an exchange of e-mail accounts (which is often               

considered ‘old school’ by the younger generation), the participants opt for exchanging            

Instagram accounts in order to establish connection with their counterparts. From there, they             
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add their interlocutors as friends or start following their accounts in different social networks              

and platforms.  

As the students do not go through a traditional procedure of making friends and asking for their                 

names at the beginning of the conversation, the process of exchanging their Instagram             

accounts works as “making acquaintance”. At the same time this activity serves as an              

ice-breaker that helps to get the conversation off the ground. In the process of exchanging               

accounts the participants bring alternative technology into the interaction and use the            

web-camera as a mediating tool. 

001 Erasmus okay\ (.) what can you do to talk about (xxx) project (xxx) outside/ 

002 Notes ((brandon frowns and slightly shakes his head))) 

003 Brandon sorry/ 

004 Laia can you repe:eat/ 

005 Brandon can you [repeat/ 

006 Erasmus what can we] do:o to talk more on the project in the outside/ 

007 Brandon well\ 

008 Brandon mmm\ 

009 Notes ((brandon covers his mouth with his fingers)) 

010 Alfredo uhm/ 

011 Notes ((alfredo looks up thinking)) 

012 Notes ((alfredo looks at Brandon)) 

013 Notes ((all spanish students laugh)) 

014 Alfredo ((alfredo slightly moving his hands pointing to the right and to the left to his 

classmates and lightly shaking his head)) 
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thEy say\ (.) they not understand you\

 

015 Brandon ye:es\ 

016 Matias can you repeat the question please/ 

017 Brandon becau:se\ (.) cómo se llama/ 

018 Researcher 2 slowly\ 

019 Johanna well (.) do you have instagram/ 

020 Notes ((alfredo puts his index finger in front of his lips))  

021 Matias yeah\ 

022 Laia yeah\ 

023 Johanna okay\ (.) so what's your names (xxx)/ 

024 Brandon ah\ (.) do i instagram/ (.) profile/ 

025 Matias (xxx) 

026 Laia cómo te llamas en instagram/ 

027 Brandon AH my instagram profile is\ (.) eh\ (0.4) eh\ (0.3) ((turning to his 

classmates)) cómo se dice deletrear en inglés/ (.) deletrear/ 

028 Notes ((alfredo covers his eyes with his palm)) 

029 Notes ((laia claps alfredo on the lap)) 
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030 Brandon eh\ (.) my name is\ ((spelling his account name)) b (.) r\ 

031 Johanna b(.)r\ 

032 Brandon ((continues spelling)) i (.) i\(0.3) ((continues spelling))  a(.)a\ 

033 Johanna a(.)a\ 

034 Brandon n\ 

035 Johanna  n/ 

036 Brandon barra baja/ (xxx) en español/ 

037 Johanna we::ll\ 

038 Alfredo  do::wn/ 

039 Alfredo  ((very quickly))>yo que sé<\ 

040 Brandon eh (.) twenty six\ 

041 Johanna twenty six\ 

042 Laia ((turning to brandon, smiling and playfully giving a quick up-down 'eyebrow 

flash')) (xxx) veinticeis/ 

043 Brandon ((answering to Laia)) veintiseis es el día de mi cumple\ 

044 Laia mmm\ 

045 Laia ((looking at matias)) y tú dieciseis/ 

046 Brandon no (xxx) A:LGO/ 

047 Brandon okay\ (.) one moment\ (.)>one moment one moment<\ ((takes his mobile 

phone and opens instagram app, raises his index finger)) 

048 Johanna okay\ 

049 Notes ((swedish students show the mobile phone screen to the camera in order to 

check the spelling of a spanish student’s account name)) 
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050 Matias ((pointing to the laptop screen)) yes\  

051 Brandon YES YES (.)\ is this\ (.) is this\ ((pointing his index finger at the screen and 

nodding)) 

From the very beginning the Swedish students appear to be more task-oriented and involved in               

working on the project and they start the conversation with a question related to the               

completion of the common task they have been assigned (lines 001 and 006). As their Spanish                

partners fail to understand the question and provide the answer, in line 020 Johanna asks               

directly whether Spanish students have Instagram accounts. Social networks are mutually           

shared knowledge for all the interactants, so the Spanish students immediately follow their             

counterparts’ suggestion on exchanging Instagram accounts.  

In line 038 Spanish students encounter some difficulties while spelling an account name             

because of the lack of linguistic resources. They do not know how to translate into English a                 

character “barra baja” (underscore) that appears in Brandon’s Instagram name. Despite being            

unable to name the character that caused trouble, Brandon continues spelling his account             

name omitting the underscore (line 042). When Swedish students realize that their Spanish             

counterparts stumble and are not able to produce the answer (line 038), they give them “a                

helping hand” and start to search for Brandon’s account relying on the minimal information              

that has been provided.  
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Brandon takes his mobile phone probably in order to show his Instagram page to his               

interlocutors (line 048), but Swedish students are quicker and they have already managed to              

find Brandon’s Instagram page. In line 050 Johanna shows her mobile phone screen to the               

camera in order to check whether she has found the correct Instagram page. This action               

immediately elicits a response from their Spanish counterparts. In line 051 and 052 Matias and               

Brandon point their fingers at the laptop screen and give nods of approval. Their reaction               

demonstrates that the semiotic resource is understood by the interlocutors, the message            

conveyed is decoded correctly and the communicative purpose of the semiotic artifact is             

achieved. The response to this technology-based semiotic resource is expressed by gestures            

(nods of approval) and also successfully accepted by the interlocutors.  

In this episode the use of the mobile phone and the web-camera as mediating tools helps to                 

overcome communication barriers, contributes to affiliation between interactants and at the           

same time helps to make progress on the loosely-assigned institutional task. As Tan and So               

(2015) have indicated, “the collaborative meaning-making process inevitably involves trouble          

and repair”, requiring re-alignment “with semiotic resources (…) available to the interactants            

“in the physical and material world to arrive at shared meanings” (p.269). In this case, Brandon                

and Johanna both quickly decided on similar solutions for repair – the use of the mobile phone                 

for arriving at both understanding and partially fulfilling the task assigned to them by the               

teachers. This episode also demonstrates the students’ high level of engagement on social             

networks and exceptional digital competence (despite the Spanish teacher’s previous          

admonishment not to use mobile phones).  

Episode 3. “This is another profile…” 

In continuation of the first episode the students go on with the accounts exchange,              

simultaneously using their mobile phones and the web camera given that this strategy worked              

efficiently in the previous turn.  

052 Notes ((swedish students talking to each other)) 

053 Laia  barra baja (xxx)/ 
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054 Researcher 2 why don't you ask the same questions/ 

055 Brandon eh (.) eh\ 

056 Brandon this is another profile with Laia\ 

057 Johanna okay\ 

058 Brandon eh is this name\ (0.2) come on\ (0.4) is this name\ you can read/ 

059 Notes ((brandon draws his mobile phone near the laptop camera to show Laia's 

Instagram page)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

060 Johanna okay\ 

061 Brandon (xxx)\ 

062 Alfredo (?verdad)/ 

063 Laia (xxx)\ 

064 Matias sí\ 

065 Laia y tú/ (.) (xxx) 

066 Brandon you can't find/ 

067 Johanna eh\ (.) yes\ (..) yeah\ (.) found it\ 

068 Venus yes\ 

069 Brandon yes\ (.)((nods to the camera)) yes\ (..)AND ANOTHER\(.) this is another\ 
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070 Notes ((brandon keeps his mobile phone screen close to the camera in order to 

show another instagram account)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

071 Researcher 2 matias (xxx) instagram\ 

072 Johanna okay\ (.) hmmm\ 

073 Brandon eh (.) yes\ 

074 Matias yes\ 

075 Brandon ((turning to alfredo)) you don't have (xxx)/ 

076 Researcher 2 did you take theirs/ (.) guys/ (.) did you take theirs/ 

077 Alfredo ((to Brandon)) no (.) i haven't\ 

078 Notes ((brandon points his index finger to his swedish counterparts)) 

079 Brandon your names/ (.) your profile names/ 

080 Johanna okay\ (.) you see/ 

081 Notes ((johanna shows her instagram page to the spanish students)) 

082 Brandon hwoo\ (.) >yeah yeah yeah<\ 

083 Laia me lo dices luego\((laughing)) 

084 Notes ((brandon typing, searching swedish students' instagram  accounts, looking 

at the laptop screen to check the spelling)) 
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085 Brandon one moment\ 

086 Brandon HWOW\ 

087 Matias cla:aro\ 

088 Laia ((to matias)) se parece a (?mi prima) (xxx)\ 

089 Brandon i:t’s this/ 

090 Notes ((brandon shows his phone screen to the camera to check if  he has found 

the correct account)) 

091 Johanna  yes\ 

092 Brandon okay\ 

093 Researcher 2 only one/ 

094 Researcher 2 °the others°\ 

095 Matias otro\ ((looking at the screen)) 

096 Notes ((brandon searches the accounts)) 

097 Laia ((to brandon)) luego me lo pasas\ 

098 Brandon si si\ 
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099 Brandon ((to matias)) ya ves tío (.)/ es (?algo que pasa)\ 

100 Brandon >one moment<\(,) >one moment<\ haha 

101 Laia ((whispering to matias)) tiene samsung (xxx) hijo de puta\ 

102 Brandon e:h\ (.) is this/ 

103 Notes ((brandon draws his mobile phone close to the camera again)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

104 Johanna yes\ 

105 Brandon okay\ 

106 Brandon another/ (.) another profile/ 

107 Venus this is mine\ (xxx) 

108 Laia (xxx) 

109 Brandon ((turning to his classmates)) (xxx) todos\ 

110 Notes ((brandon shows mobile screen to the camera)) 
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111 Brandon this\ 

112 Johanna oh yes\ 

113 Venus yes\ 

114 Brandon  okay\ 

115 Notes ((swedish students laugh)) 

116 Matias ((imitating swedish students' laugh)) haha\ 

117 Brandon ((turning to his classmates)) cuidado eh (xxx)\ 

118 Researcher 2 in english\ 

119 Brandon decid otro\ (.) decid otro\ (.) vamos (xxx)\ 

120 Alfredo say something/ 

121 Brandon say something (.) to sweden\((turning to matias)) matias/ 

122 Matias i'm thinking\ 

123 Brandon okay\ (.) okay\ 

124 Laia yo también\ 

125 Researcher 2 you can advice something (xxx) ?related to barcelona\ 

126 Laia ((to brandon)) pregunta si tiene hangouts\ (.) así (xxx)\  

127 Brandon ah\(.) do you have hangouts/ 

 

This episode demonstrates that the Spanish students accept the rules of the game initiated by               

their Swedish counterparts, that is using their mobile phone screens and the web camera as               

mediation tools. They use mobile phones not only to show the right spelling but also to get                 

confirmation that they have found the right page. For instance, in line 059 Brandon makes sure                

that his interlocutors can see clearly his mobile phone screen and discern the account name               

and in line 066 he asks them whether they can find the page. Arguably, the interactants’ use of                  

mobile phones brings to mind Latour’s concept of the “object as mediator as opposed to               
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intermediary” (cited in Gourlay, 2015, p. 498). The mobile phone has become a transformative              

agent and is an embodied action in the entire communicative process. 

 

In the present episode it can be seen that the students do not pay attention to the researcher’s                  

remarks and questions (lines 054, 117, 125). They prefer to self-organize, ignoring researcher’s             

prompts, which appear to be largely based on promoting the ‘external’ influence of the teacher               

assigned task while ignoring the participants’ interest in maintaining the narrative thread of             

the current interaction.  

 

The fragment finishes with a phrase “Do you have Hangouts?” (line 127). In continuation the               

students go on exchanging personal information. 

Episode 4. “I’ll send you mine” 

Skype is a multimodal communication tool that combines different features like calls, video             

calls, sharing and instant messaging. The following episode demonstrates that the students            

know how to use all the properties of this platform for interactional purposes, as they bring                

another mediating tool into the interaction: messaging. 

001 Brandon your mail address/ 

002 Erasmus okay (.) I’ll send you mine\ 

003 Notes ((erasmus types his e-mail address in the Skype messenger)) 
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004 Notes ((swedish girls talk to each other)) 

005 Erasmus you have sky:pe/(.)  

006 Johanna or snapchats/ 

007 Notes ((erasmus laughs)) 

008 Laya no\ 

009 Brandon yeah, I have snapchat\ 

010 Notes ((alfredo opens instant message feature on the laptop to read the messages            

sent by the Swedish students)) 

011 Brandon ((starts to type)) ((to matias)) one\(.) (xxx) sesenta y seis esta\((types and            

saves swedish students’ e-mail addresses on his phone)) 

012 Venus so/ 

013 Brandon  ((typing)) okay\ 

014 Notes ((johanna playfully shows her snapchat account to the camera)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

015 Laya oh tiene snapchat\ 

016 Brandon ONE MOME:NT\ 

017 Researcher 2 shhhhh\ 

018 Johanna can you see that\ ((drawing her phone closer to the camera)) 

019 Brandon no\ (.) i can’t\ ((trying to discern)) (0.2) ((shaking his head)) i can’t see\ 
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020 Matias pon (xxx)\ 

021 Johanna i can\ (.) (xxx) write it down\ 

022 Brandon yeah(.) please\ 

023 Johanna ((types her account in skype messenger)) 

024 Notes (spanish students talk to each other)) 

025 Brandon ((to johanna)) okay\ 

 

Picture 2. The Spanish students receive a new message. 

Similar to the previous episodes we can observe that mobile phones are still actively used for                

mediation (lines 014, 018). Nevertheless, realizing that it is difficult to discern what is written               

on mobile phone screens through the web-camera, the students type their e-mail addresses             

and accounts using Skype messenger (lines 003,020). Again this new mediation tool is brought              

into the interaction by the Swedish students. The Spanish students later on will do the same                

when communicating their e-mails. 
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Picture 3. A variety of devices used in the process of telecollaborative interaction. 

 

Episode 5. “Who are your favorite singers?” 

Towards the end of the Skype-call, as both Spanish and Swedish students feel more relaxed and                

animated about the interaction, they start discussing themes unrelated to the project-task and             

school topics. The students switch to the topic of their favorite artist/bands and start to               

discover common interests. Although the students have finished exchanging contact          

information, their mobile phones are still actively engaged in the interaction as mediation tools.              

This episode again demonstrates how the students are able to use technologies in a creative               

way for communicative purposes.  

01 Venus  eh (.) who is your favorite artist/ (.) or favorite band/ (.) or something/ 

02 Brandon  woah\ cual es nuestro (xxx) nuestros hobbies (.) todo eso 

03 Brandon  hwoow\ 

04 Alfredo  i:it's (.) it is very\ (.)very\(.) very\ (.) como se dice (xxx)/ 

05 Brandon  long\ 

06 Alfredo  it is VE:ERY VE:ERY VE:ERY LONG let's say\ 

07 Johanna  this is my favorite\ ((johanna shows the photo of justin bieber used as 

wallpaper on her mobile phone screen)) 
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08 Brandon  justin\ (.) justin\ (.) e:eww\ 

09 Notes  ((all spanish students start to “boo” very loudly and make thumbs down 

gesture)) 

010 Researcher 2 justin bieber\ 

011 Brandon  whoa (.) who are your favorite singers/ 

012 Venus  favorite singers/ are (xxx) 

013 Johanna favorite/ ((johanna shows justin bieber’s photo again and kisses her phone 

screen)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

014 Notes  ((brandon makes disapproval gestures)) 
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015 Laia  ((laia shows her tongue, booing very loudly and makes thumbs down 

gesture)) 

016 Venus okay I love all kind of music so I don’t have a favorite and he loves 

electronic music like dubstep (xxx)\  

017 Brandon  OO:H YEAH\ YEAH\ YEAH\ YEAH (.) ((claping hands)) (.) do you like skrillex/ 

018 Johanna  oh that's good (xxx)\ 

019 Erasmus I like that\ 

020 Venus  i like that too\ 

021 Brandon  do you like skrillex/ 

022 Johanna  yeah\ 

023 Brandon   OLE (xxx)\ 

024 Notes ((swedish students talk to each other)) 

025 Brandon  okay\ (.) you can put the skrillex on/ 

026 Alfredo  your favorite games/ 

027 Notes ((swedish students talk to each other)) 

028 Alfredo  your favorite games/ 

029 Brandon  ((laughs)) (xxx) 

030 Alfredo  Laia (xxx)\ ((touches laia's shoulder)) 

031 Laia  NO::O\ 

032 Johanna (xxx) the ninety one\ ((Johanna shows her playlist to the camera scrolling 

down)) 
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033 Brandon  do you have skrillex song/ 

034 Johanna no:o\ 

035 Brandon yeah\ ((opens youtube app on his mobile phone))  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

036 Notes ((swedish students talking)) 

037 Alfredo put an\ (.) put an\ 

038 Brandon ((to his classmates)) venga va (xxx)\ 

039 Laia ((to brandon)) ponla la del (xxx) 

040 Notes  ((johanna shows her playlist again with a song “sorry”)) 

041 Brandon sorry/ NO:O\ ((sound of disgust)) 

042 Laia NO:O\ ((sound of disgust)) 

043 Laia ((to brandon)) ponla la de first of the night\ eh\ (.) of the year\ 

044 Brandon  first of the year\ (.) first of the year\ ((searches for the song on youtube)) 

045 Johanna  do any of you like justin bieber/ 

046 Brandon what/ 

047 Venus do you any of you like justin bieber/ 

048 Brandon no\ 
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049 Matias no\ 

050 Laia NO\ 

051 Alfredo nah\ 

052 Johanna WHY:Y\ 

053 Brandon  I like this\ (( makes shhh gesture and draws his phone closer to the 

laptop)) 

054 Erasmus not even (xxx) justin bi::eber/(.) ha-ha bieber\ 

055 Notes ((shared laughter)) 

056 Laia ((to brandon)) (xxx) este niño (.) eh/ 

057 Alfredo (xxx)\ 

058 Laia (xxx)\ 

059 Notes ((music starts to play)) 

 ((Johanna makes a very surprised face widely opening her mouth)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

060 Brandon la conocen\ (.) LA CONOCEN\ (.) LA CONOCE:EN\ 

061 Researcher  2 they can't hear\ (.) properly\ 

062 Notes ((swedish students talk to each other)) 

063 Notes ((all students laugh)) 

064 Johanna ((starts playing music)) It’s a (.) (xxx)\ 

065 Alfredo no\ 
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066 Laia (xxx) see it oh\ 

067 Brandon do you/ one moment\ 

068 Researcher okay okay\ (.) let’s stop here\ 

 

In line 07 without expressing it verbally Johanna “talks” about her favorite singer. She shows               

the photo of a pop-singer Justin Bieber used as wallpaper on her mobile phone screen to her                 

telecollaborative partners. The image works as a semiotic resource and her gesture receives             

immediate reaction from the Spanish students. They express their strong disapproval of her             

music preference, producing boo-sounds and thumbs down gestures (line 09).  

 

Their reaction means that the semiotic message sent by Johanna was received and alluded to               

the shared knowledge, as they could recognize the person on the photo and express their               

emotions. In line 013 the situation repeats, as Johanna kisses her mobile phone screen with the                

same photo intentionally turned towards the camera. In line 032 Johanna again non-verbally             

shares her musical preferences with the Spanish students scrolling down her playlist on her              

phone.  

 

In line 035 Brandon also decides to share his interests opening the Youtube application to play                

his favorite music. Finally he manages to find the song he was looking for (line 059) and plays                  

music out loud so that his counterparts can hear it. Although, his action receives researcher’s               

skeptical reaction: “They can’t hear properly”, Johanna’s facial expression in line 059            

demonstrates that the Swedish students can hear the music and the meditational tool works              

properly. 

 

It is important to mention the light and carefree tone of this interaction. The students               

demonstrate the ability to co-construct and employ language play frames. For instance, in line              

013 Johanna is not offended by the negative reaction of her interlocutors to her favorite singer                

and her response is rather playful – she kisses her phone screen. This creative gesture functions                

not only as a non-verbal semiotic resource that transmits her message, but also as a resource                
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that deploys language play and humor. According to Bell (2011), the ability to construct humor               

has a positive impact on the process of language learning, makes it more enjoyable and               

contributes to the individual’s ability to negotiate and communicate meanings. 

 

After examining these four extracts, it can be seen that alongside some technology-based             

semiotic artifacts, both groups of students actively use gestures for communicative purposes.            

The episode demonstrates the usage of a wide range of gestures, as shhh-gesture,             

hand-clapping and thumbs-down gesture. Thus, in all the cases seen in this episode various              

semiotic artifacts successfully transmit the meaning, get relevant responses and satisfy the            

adjacency pairs. In short, all the episodes under analysis demonstrate that the participants of              

the telecollaborative session and the teachers had different interpretations of the way the task              

should be done and different view on the use of technology in communication. The students               

find ways to mediate communication in a creative way. 

Results 

The results of the interaction analysis demonstrate that the students seemed to be aware of               

properties of each meditational tool and were able to apply various semiotic resources properly              

to get relevant responses from their telecollaborative partners. They managed to construct            

shared meanings and collaborative humorous exchanges that helped them to maintain the            

conversation, principally in the target language, for quite a long period of time (approximately              

45 minutes).  

 

In all the episodes analyzed the students demonstrate sociolinguistic awareness, exceptional           

involvement with technological meditational artifacts and a readiness to use all the resources             

at hand. In the process of the interaction they engaged directly with the camera and actively                

used different complex technological tools such as mobile applications, image galleries, music            

players and messengers. In short, technology worked as a support for communication and the              

interactants were clearly well-informed in the different ways in which these semiotic resources             

could be used to mediate and further the co-construction of meaning. 
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It is worth mentioning that it was the participants’ first telecollaborative experience in English              

and in this sense, it is remarkable that they were able to sustain the video-call for more than                  

forty minutes despite the Spanish teacher’s prior low expectations (she had indicated to the              

researcher that she did not think the interaction would last longer than ten minutes). This can                

be interpreted as evidence that the telecollaborative project was a great and motivational             

opportunity to practice the target language.  

 

The participants demonstrated considerable competences: digital, communicative, social (as         

well as institutional - they get the main task of contact details done rather quickly and                

efficiently) and then move on to their own agenda. They also demonstrate a bit of resistance to                 

the institutional power infrastructure by openly ignoring admonishments for using other           

modalities apart from the ones that are spoken-interaction only. Moreover, the interactants            

demonstrate sensitivity to a context which correlates with a fairly well advanced            

communicative competence in the L2. Thus, they demonstrated themselves to be           

multi-competent language and technology users with rich communicative and semiotic          

repertoires. 

Conclusion and discussion 

It is difficult to draw pedagogical conclusions on knowledge construction, as the data analyzed              

in the present study is too small. However, the episodes under study demonstrate that              

telecollaborative interaction apparently provides a rich context for creative ways to use various             

semiotic resources and discursive strategies.  

 

Semiotic resources can be used in order to build successful communication, overcome            

difficulties and solve problems that appear in the process of interaction. In a talk given at the                 

University of Virginia, Richard Kern (2014b) proposed that there is a need for a pedagogical               

focus in language education that takes into consideration the dual mediation processes of             

textualization and recontextualization and which connects the learning goals with what           

individuals already do with technology. According to Kern, this teaching and learning approach             
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can expose learners to symbolic inquiry, while connecting their everyday practices and at the              

same time presenting them with new potential of tools as ‘mediators’. This study shows that               

there is already a basis for this approach.  

 

At the same time, within this data there is little evidence that language learning took place,                

despite the ample potential moments for exploitation. Kleban and Bueno-Alastuey (2015) have            

argued that “the interaction between the participants, the tools they use and the objects of               

their inquiry may potentially lead to creation of knowledge” (p. 25) but there is little evidence                

of the learners re-negotiating moments of miscommunication in such a way that new             

knowledge of the target language emerges. Potential moments, such as lack of lexicon for              

‘barra-baja’ (underscore) were not negotiated, rather a means around the problem through            

screen-sharing of the mobile phones were employed. This does not mean that the interaction is               

a failure, rather it indicates that these are moments that could be operationalized through              

other means (for instance, providing learners opportunities for post-analysis and reflection of            

the interaction). 

Along these lines, it is suggested that further research should be situated in a more complex                

and wider context that address the evidences of language learning through the use of the               

various semiotic artifacts in the process of a telecollaborative interaction. The design of the              

intervention might take into consideration the semiotic resources that the learners can            

potentially use and integrate them into the overall communication task. 

Despite limitations of this study (it is a small case study, based on one session and therefore                 

conclusions cannot be generalized and applied to other contexts), some didactic           

recommendations emerge. It is recognized that these are contingent upon further, more            

exhaustive studies, that render similar results. 

 

 Didactic proposal emergent from the present study are listed below: 

1. Create authentic and complex 21st century learning contexts 

One of the present-day challenges of education is providing an authentic learning environment             

for students to develop their skills. Moreover, these skills should be transferable to real-world              
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situations, that is to say, applicable in their future life and career. Thus, the teachers face the                 

necessity to select an appropriate instructional model that would satisfy these requirements.  

As Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2000, p.432) observe, 

Student-centred learning activities, collaborative working modes, and authentic and         

complex learning contexts are giving students more opportunities to participate,          

observe, reflect on, and practice socially shared ways of knowing and thinking. 

The context of telecollaborative learning not only creates the conditions for students to be              

involved in authentic intercultural exchange, but also provides affordances for the development            

of creative thinking, collaboration and negotiation skills. In addition to this idea an increase of               

interest in the process of learning  could potentially be achieved. 

2. Pay special attention to task design 

It is impossible to imagine 21st century learning without the application of innovative             

student-centered activities. Nevertheless, the mere application of real-life or simulated tasks           

mediated by technologies does not guarantee seamless knowledge acquisition. The tasks may            

not produce an intended effect or lead to unexpected learning outcomes. In order to avoid               

undesirable effects, the tasks should be carefully planned and focused on the construction of              

knowledge and the development of skills. According to Dooly, learning tasks should be planned              

so that technological resources can be used creatively by the students to resolve             

communication difficulties that resemble potential situations in the ‘real world’ (Dooly, tbp).  

 

3. Provide opportunities for a multimodal interaction 

Nowadays the majority of the communicative channels provide opportunities for multimodal           

interaction. Multimodal interaction gives the users alternatives in their interaction techniques,           

teaches them to perceive multiple modes at once and manage multitasking. The teachers’ goal              

while engaging students in a multimodal interactive environment is teaching them how to             

benefit from these new ways of interaction and use their potential for successful             

communication. 
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4. Take advantage of the technologies  

One of the strategies that can possibly enhance the effect of the telecollaborative task is               

post-reflection on own language use. Here the use of recording devices may be useful and               

convenient. Reflective activities on the group and individual performance not only can help the              

students to identify how they can improve, but also to keep track of their development. 

 

5. Do not impose limitations on alternative use of technology and other artifacts 

It is evident from the present study that the alternative use of the technologies had a positive                 

effect on the communication. The students stepped out of the teacher’s plan and found new               

creative ways of using technologies to enhance the communication. Thus, in some cases             

restrictions and limitations on the alternative use of technology may impede the process of              

learning and development of communicative skills. 

6. Channel students’ already existent digital competences towards goal-oriented 

competences 

 In case, when the students already demonstrate their high competence in digital skills (it is 

generally true for the generation of digital natives), the next step is directing them towards 

goal-oriented competences. 

 

Final words 

Based on the notion of mediation, the study has shown that the students were able to switch                 

different modalities efficiently and seamlessly in order to achieve mutual understanding and in             

moments where repair was needed, the use of semiotic resources enabled the participants to              

recover the shared meaning and to solve problems which emerged in the process of              

communication. This short analysis provides a firm basis for further investigation into the ways              

in which current and emergent technologies can be used to support language teaching in              

blended learning environments. 

 

Integrating technology into the classroom is evidently an effective way to develop            

communicative competences of the students. Teachers’ present-day challenge is to find           
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effective manners to benefit from technology in a language classroom and to create an              

environment free from restrictions on use of various alternative communicative strategies in            

order to expand students’ linguistic repertoire and enhance learning. This study provides a             

small step towards resolving that challenge. 
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Appendix 

Transcription notation 

1.  [brackets] overlapped speech 

2.  (0.2) pause in tenths of second 

3.  (.) a microstop 

4.  >< speeded-up speech 

5.  <> slowed down speech 

6.  ((notes)) analyst’s comments 

7.  (xxx) unclear fragment 

8.  CAPITALS loud volume 

9.  °word° decreased volume 

10.  :: a stretched sound 

11.  \ drop in intonation 

12.  / rise in intonation 

13.  = latched speech 
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